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To whom it may concern, 
My position is that these Emergency Measures are doing more harm than good and should be stopped. 

Very early in the Covid-19 Pandemic,” there was enough evidence from experts to have done away with 
these emergency measures / never used them. It was always questionable, how this virus came about and 
was patented. You can't patent something that is natural. On Jan 6, 2004, at a Merck conference "Sars and 
Bio-Terrorism ..."  the language such as "The New Normal" that the governments have been using, was 
coined.  

But however, this came about, and by whom, the effects on our community have taken its toll. 
People unable to connect with loved ones, the use of masks which have clearly cannot prevent the 
transmission, and meanwhile  
are creating health problems due to not getting fresh air that we need at this time. The decrease in mental 
health and the rise in suicides should be enough reason to stop mandating these. 
The media response, in following the mandates is also deplorable. When numbers of people at rallies get 
minimised to insignificant, and people getting a jab that clearly is not safe or effective are being made into 
heroes when there is evidence of transmission from the jabbed to affect others - this is biased reporting. The 
injuries are seldom reported on mainstream media   Why doesn’t the media report the real footage of people 
dying after a jab? Why aren’t people warned that this jab is an experiment? Why are doctors who stand up 
for their patients harassed? Why aren’t other doctors telling their patients the truth- that they are in a high 
risk category, and their chances of surviving Covid are better than their chances of surviving the jab? 
 The personal hardships and family devastation after injuries are ignored by the Australian and State 
governments -as they prefer to indemnify the manufacturers. These same manufacturers clearly know and 
list many of the injuries that can be caused by their products.  
It is even more callous and culpable of the government to continue emergency procedures separating and 
dividing our people into 2 classes during a time of flood emergency. Does Queensland expect volunteers to 
be double jabbed before saving lives during the storms in March 2022? The despicable language is used to 
depict peaceable, loving, caring, and often highly educated people, whose skills are still needed. But these 
emergency measures have deemed them useless, less than,  etc.  Heroes have been thrown to the scrap heap, 
innocent lives have already been lost, compassion has not been afforded, hospitals have begun to separate/ 
discriminate who they see and many people have not had health care provided to them because of these 
ridiculous orders. Many of these people were the front-line heroes! The tyranny has to stop. Those who vote 
for a continuation of this emergency must understand the weight of their decisions.  

The attached photo- shows clearly the media bias. Nothing about this report is fair. All language has been 
designed to dictate what the government sees as acceptable.  
The size of 1 person compared to a mere snapshot of swelling numbers on the street - the individual hero is 
larger than life, but the group, minimised and dismissed. 
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